
Essential Pro
Make it simple

At Zumex we know that the most avant-garde 
technology is not at odds with simple operation. 

Essential Pro is our simplest and most functional 
juicer, our answer to bars and cafeterias that 
need simplicity at work but without giving up 
maximum service quality. With Essential Pro 
you will provide quality fresh juice, with a great 
flavour, extracting the best out of each citrus 
fruit without essential oils in a really simple and 
easy way. 

Discover a high-performance machine designed 
to make things very easy for you.

JUICE EnSOLUTIONS
07655



Designed for your 
comfort
Essential Pro is the professional juicer for 
people who require simplicity. If you want to 
offer top quality fresh juice but you need things 
to be made easy for you, you only need the 
essential.

Your juicer is Essential Pro.

Available in 
3 colours

Graphite

Silver

Fast and simple extraction
Essential Pro is designed for intermediate demands for juice where it is practical just 
to load and squeeze, which is why its feeder comes ready to only load the oranges 
you need, up to 4/5 pieces of citrus fruit manually, so you control the work, easily 
adapting it to the demand of your business.

Unrivalled rhythm
It squeezes up to 22 oranges per minute; high performance to keep up on those days 
when the demand is greater without worrying about anything.

Work at your pace with Touch Control
Thanks to its convenient Digital Display you can set the mode of use that best 
adapts to you. You will intuitively control the number of pieces of fruit you squeeze, 
the language and many other options that will make your work easier.

Two operating modes for it always to be easy
With the Self Service mode, you can squeeze directly into the glass or jug just by 
pressing the tap; with the Autostart mode for automatic operation, when the citrus 
fruit is placed in the feeder the machine begins to squeeze.

A smart and functional tap 
With built-in non-drip system for Self-Service use, and blockage option for 
automatic use. 

Built-in waste containers
To make it easier for you to remove the peel and waste.

Discover its simplicity and 
practicality in every detail

With Original System and
ASP anti-bacterial system.

Taste the 
freshness of a 
freshly squeezed 
juice.

Technical Characteristics

Fruits per minute 22 fruits / min Power 300 W ı 0.40 HP / 320 W ı 0.43 HP

Feeder capacity 4 / 5 fruits Consumption 2.7 A

Fruit size 65 - 81 mm Voltage 220-240 V ı 50-60 Hz / 115 V ı 60 Hz

Dimensions (WxDxH) 47 x 50 x 75 cm ı 18.5” x 19.7” x 29.5” Waterproof 
specification IPX4

Net weight 45.5 kg ı 100 lb Security Double safety detector and motor
seizure detection

Touch 
Control

Smart 
Tap

Integrated 
Peel buckets

Accessories

Kit S Squeezing 
Kit (45 - 67 mm)

Dynamic Cutting  
System DCS

Countertop Kit Elevation 
Kit

Type of consumption
MODERATE MEDIUM HIGH VERY HIGH

QUALITY

Zumex Service

Orange Silver Graphite




